ELECTIONS GRIEVANCE FORM

This form is being provided in accordance with Section 2, clause VI of the AS Senate Election Code. You are strongly encouraged to try to resolve issues in a professional and calm manner before filing this form. The AS Elections Coordinator is available to offer options, additional information, support in contacting the other party, etc. Please contact the AS Elections Coordinator at as.elections@wwu.edu.

Complainant Name: Abdul Malik Ford

Phone number: (206)432-2916 Email: Ford09@wwu.edu

Signature: Malik .Z Date: 5-1-2019

Grievance Filed Against (name): Camilla Melia

Who is running for the position of: AS VP for Diversity

Specific Section of Code Violated: section 3.4. Endorsements C

State the specific violation of the ASWWU Election Code. Give details of when and how the violation was discovered (may attach additional materials):

Camilla Melia shared Daysha McMillan's @statement titled 'A Call Out Built from Love' which stated that I am not equipped nor qualified to be AS President. That I'm homophobic, etc. in the '18-19 Bosses' Facebook Messenger group chat that contains presidents/chairs of all ESC clubs.

Received by Election Board Chair:

Date: ___________________________ Time: ___________________________
Camilla

In my eyes, an important issue to note is that bias is not only homophobia but anti-black. The certification of hate and its manifestation is not only homophobia but anti-black. The certification of hate and its manifestation is not only homophobia but anti-black.

Jana

First of all...

Camilla

As clarification bc I can see how I could have confused people by not saying anything: this was just meant as information for y'all as club leaders to think of the QTPOC in our clubs. This is in no way a call out of any clubs, sorry that it came off that way! but yeah just as info for y'all